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universe with a striking singularity, both from the point of view of
recurrent topics and motives, as well as in respect of the lyrical vision or
otherwise said, in respect of the refraction angle of the referential elements
present in the poetic space. The poetry books published by Ileana

(1967), continuing with
Ieronim (1970), Inima reginei (1971), Crini
(1973), Ardere de tot (1976), (1979), Sora mea de
dincolo (1980), Urcarea muntelui (1986) reflect the obsession of a
conscience split between the desire for inner clarity and the disharmonies
of an out of the ordinary reality, marked by anomy and lack of distinction. 
That is why the favourite lyrical attitude of the poet is that of withdrawal
within herself, of reclusion into the imaginary of her own existence, of
fortification within the limits of her own being. Thus, loneliness leaves its
mark on this translucent and agonizing verse, illuminated by the whiteness
of Thanatos and tempted, to the same extent, by the adolescent-specific
purity and candor. However, solitude is not merely absolute renunciation of 
the connection to the world, but rather an attempt to clarify an interior

-
sufficient, endowed with an immens
from the contingent, being carried into the dark azure of a soliloquy which
seemed as definitive as an imprint. The semantic nucleus of devotion in a
loneliness was the thanatic promise of the Eros (romantic theme, revised
and extended by psychoanalysis), illustrated in three successive books (...) 
which form a monograph of the erotic mutation from the plane of affective

theme of the lyrical univer
designate, in her verses, that area of indefiniteness and delicateness in
which the feeling of love is born, an area in which self-dedication
conjugates with the desire of completion of being, introspection is
completed by propensity towards others, withdrawal into oneself calls for
the supple, sympathetic agreement with the lowed one. The feeling of love
is rather a promise of communion, an utopian brace, a temptation of
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completeness by Eros, than self-fruition of the moment of love. Therefore, 
the poetic expression takes on the aspect of an invocation and the imprint
of an idealizing impetus, which condoms the traits of the loved one to an
eternal imperfection, to a perpetual provisional state, to an adjournment of
real data, in favor of laying out a non-contingent relief of the clamored

- -

l i l- -mi- -
-

-i fecior de om/ Cum n-am cunoscut, cum n- -i
- -l de la început suflân

experiences and visions in an allegoric note, granting them an oneiric
identity, with a rather obvious symbolic investiture. Thus, Ieronim, Irodesa,
the Queen, Natanael are characters with an unquestionably mythical aura

which it is attempted to go beyond the monadic contour of the solitary
being and to express a desire to communicate with the universe. Thus, the

figures are predicted. On the
spiritualization of purely biological elements exhibit the same will for
purity and impetus towards the ideal, as repeatedly presented in these

- -
d

elf from the contingent, finding its
inner universe and implicitly arrogating to itself a transcendent posture and

the same time, such a metaphor has incontestable thanatic connotations. 
The symbolism of death, the breath of nothingness are obvious. In fact, one

-
-
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ntinde mâna se-
-

Thus, love and death are themes which contaminate each other, in a
romantic tradition; Eros gains reflexes of Thanatos, while living encloses
uncertain spaces, with a fluctuant geography of dream and affective
solitude. Life and death, for that matter, appear to be not so irreconcilable
realities, on the contrary, the spaces they occupy overlap. In a world of
alienation, of dismantled meanings and progressive reification, even the
feeling of death seems to be more tolerable, entering almost within the

-
cine- - - ce stare aveai/
În clipa când te- -

-
- -

fie f -
Urcarea muntelui impose due to their agonizing and in the same time
protesting bearing, to the vehemence of the prophetic tonality, to the
images of rejection of a disintegrating reality, in which individuality was
condemned to nothingness and collective guilt pulled down. The feeling of

-am separat, nimeni nu

-
-

-
mir/ Cum pot suna unite vocile unor

- -
-

-i de-
- -nvie

-

but rather centripetal. Most of the verses are constructed for the purpose of

secrets and guilt, by unsettling phantasms and figures of incapability or
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es
in arpeggios of dense melancholy or of a sublimated pathos.  

is maybe the representative poem for the vision, style

implicit presented poetics, what impresses here is the tragic thrill drawn in
clear verses, with an edifying conspicuousness of the delimitation of certain
liminal feelings. The poetry can be considered an initiation in the secrets of
existence. Here, knowledge means oblation and expiation. It is the
metaphor for entering a forbidden property, in which great secrets about
existence, full of meaning and miracle, await. is a parable of
initiation into the grave secret of death. The child at the age of candour
becomes aware of the insertion of Thanatos within the living, it becomes
aware of this fundamental dichotomy of human knowledge: that of life and
death. The trauma of this perception of the end is also marked by the use of

the dominant condition of the images is the
visual one, an extremely striking visuality, which amplifies the dramatic

M-

-
i tresar când

- -s
-

make way, following this revelation of death, evil, nothingness, to a guilty
cognition, a cleave in harmony and world balance. The child, fascinated by

the other side of the forbidden space, the child lived in a universe of
beatitude and purity, in a mythical geography, in which space and time did
not exhibit the imprint of historicity and the dimension of existence were
placed under the sign of continuity and integrity. Once inside the space of
knowledge over good and bad, life and death, conscience is placed under
the sign of scission, it has the dramatic revelation of a temporality which
brings along the degradation and transformation of existence into nothing.  
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In this moment of cognition, existence seems entirely amputated, 

rebuilding the connection between the elements, of making up for the voids
in existence, of restoring the functionality of life to a being which has
passed into nonbeing. The guilt caused by knowing the contradictions and
convulsions of existence claims expiation; the disintegration of the living
calls after itself a reintegration at a symbolic level, also recalling an illusory

-

-a fost tulburator
-n el prin

bring
to life a sensitivity with an acute propensity towards the aporia of reality.
The resonance of cutting the bird in the conscience of the lyrical self, is
stirring and tragic, causing guilt and disquiet. Knowledge, as a description
of a human being perceptive towards the world, exhibits the dimensions of
oblation and guilt, to the extent that by its means, the experienced human

favorable reclusion and becomes aware of the drama, non-fulfillment, 
fissures, abnormalities and the imperfections of human nature. In Ileana

the illusory, utopian perception of human nature, the surmounting of
barriers, boundaries and implicitly finding an access path towards the

is an emblematic poetry for the lyricism

and by the clear drawing of a verse with a precise cut, in a style which
combines the precision of expression with the enciphering of meanings.  

death, fear transcribed into an austere-expressionist tone, in a febrile and
violent writing, in a wry, extremely tense phrasing. In this sense, Eugen

human being into a situation with no exit. Only poetry can still gather the

takes a strong bite. There is also an element of sarcasm in the poetry, there
is a subtle sensitivity towards the grotesque, the obscure and the morbidity

void in things, the
inconsistency of light, the evanescent forms of matter. There is a direction
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of the imaginary and it always indicates a collapse of rough matter, a
descent
puts a certain fervor in suggesting this endless fall of structures, exhaustion
of the human being which wants to understand the secret causalities of an

A poetry with an intense fervor of visuality, in the pithiness of
images and the drawing with an atrocious precision of details, the Boul
jupuit approaches the thanatic theme from the perspective of the
re
ideality and reality. The inferno of the body deprived of the signs of life is
represented in a drawing exhibiting a thrilling concreteness of lines and
colors, in a lyric staging with m

-
de sânge/

-
-

- -
de acea putere de-
the mortifying sensation of the immanence of flesh, of the all-dominant
nothingness, of inert matter which is self- ar lumina este rece

-i dau ocol/

Boul jupuit, which is representative for the
lyricism of Ilean
images of suggestive materiality. The ephemeral character of appearances, 
of the flesh dispossessed by the transcendence of the vital spirit is the last
suggestion of these verses engraved with an extreme sensorial acuity into
the contorted and contracted relief of the poem. The poem has a rather
dramatic structure and the lyric tension comes from the congestion of
details from the visceral sphere, from the field of immanent existence of the
body. A feel
of living is gradually replaced by an inertness of the fleshes, which no
longer transmits an illusion of life. The vital dynamism is absent, only the
revelations of the visceral trace that so fragile limit between life and death,
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with the adhesion to the values of exteriority, but rather with entrenching
and

refined architecture.
.
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